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Why do Republican politicians promise to rein in government, only
to face repeated rebellions from Republican voters and media
critics for betraying their principles? Why do Democratic politicians
propose an array of different policies to match the diversity of their
supporters, only to become mired in stark demographic divisions
over issue priorities? In short, why do the two parties act so
differently-whether in the electorate, on the campaign trail, or in
public office? Asymmetric Politics offers a comprehensive
explanation: The Republican Party is the vehicle of an ideological
movement while the Democratic Party is a coalition of social
groups. Republican leaders prize conservatism and attract support
by pledging loyalty to broad values. Democratic leaders instead
seek concrete government action, appealing to voters' group
identities and interests by endorsing specific policies. This fresh
and comprehensive investigation reveals how Democrats and
Republicans think differently about politics, rely on distinct sources
of information, argue past one another, and pursue divergent goals
in government. It provides a rigorous new understanding of
contemporary polarization and governing dysfunction while
demonstrating how longstanding features of American politics and
public policy reflect our asymmetric party system.
Based on cutting-edge global data, the Research Handbook of
Political Partisanship argues that partisanship is down, but not out,
in contemporary democracies. Engaging with key scholarly debates,
from the rise of right-wing partisanship to the effects of
digitalization on partisanship, contributions highlight the
significance of political partisanship not only in the present but in
the future of democracies internationally.
Forty years ago, viewers who wanted to watch the news could only
choose from among the major broadcast networks, all of which
presented the same news without any particular point of view.
Today we have a much broader array of choices, including cable
channels offering a partisan take. With partisan programs gaining
in popularity, some argue that they are polarizing American politics,
while others counter that only a tiny portion of the population
watches such programs and that their viewers tend to already hold
similar beliefs. In How Partisan Media Polarize America, Matthew
Levendusky confirms—but also qualifies—both of these claims.
Drawing on experiments and survey data, he shows that Americans
who watch partisan programming do become more certain of their
beliefs and less willing to weigh the merits of opposing views or to
compromise. And while only a small segment of the American
population watches partisan media programs, those who do tend to
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be more politically engaged, and their effects on national politics
are therefore far-reaching. In a time when politics seem doomed to
partisan discord, How Partisan Media Polarize America offers a
much-needed clarification of the role partisan media might play.
Digital Media has transformed the way Canadians socialize and
interact, conduct business, experience culture, fight political
battles, and acquire knowledge. Traditional media, including
newspapers and conventional TV networks, remain the primary link
to Canada's political sphere but are under concerted attack.
YouTube, blogs, online broadcasting, Facebook, and Twitter have
opened new and exciting avenues of expression but offer little of
the same "nation-building glue" as traditional media. Consequently,
Canada is experiencing a number of overlapping crises
simultaneously: a crisis in news and journalism, threats to the
survival of the media system as a whole, and a decline in citizen
engagement. In Digital Mosaic, David Taras both embraces and
challenges new media by arguing that these coinciding crises bring
exciting opportunities as well as considerable dangers to
democratic life and citizen engagement in Canada.
This book provides a comprehensive and impartial overview of the
state of American journalism and news-gathering in the 21st
century, with a special focus on the rise—and meaning—of "fake
news." • Reflects an easy-to-navigate question-and-answer format •
Uses quantifiable data from respected sources as the foundation for
examining every issue • Provides readers with leads to conduct
further research in extensive Further Reading sections
accompanying each entry • Analyzes claims made by individuals
and groups of all political backgrounds and ideologies to fairly
represent a diversity of perspectives
Political Polarization in American Politics
Extreme Media and American Politics
Mass Media and American Politics
Structural Challenges to Bipartisanship in America
Ideological Republicans and Group Interest Democrats
The Marketplace of Attention
Comparative Public Opinion

This comprehensive, trusted core text on media's impact on attitudes, behavior, elections,
politics, and policymaking is known for its readable introduction to the literature and
theory of the field. Mass Media and American Politics, Tenth Edition is thoroughly
updated to reflect major structural changes that have shaken the world of political news,
including the impact of the changing media landscape. It includes timely examples of the
significance of these changes pulled from the 2016 election cycle. Written by Doris A.
Graber—a scholar who has played an enormous role in establishing and shaping the field
of mass media and American politics—and Johanna Dunaway, this book sets the standard.
This book analyzes why we believe what we believe about politics, and how the answer
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affects the way democracy functions. It does so by applying social evolution theory to the
relationship between the news media and politics, using the United States as its primary
example. This includes a critical review and integration of the insights of a broad array of
research, from evolutionary theory and political psychology to the political economy of
media. The result is an empirically driven political theory on the media’s role in
democracy: what role it currently plays, what role it should play, and how it can be
reshaped to be more appropriate for its structural role in democracy.
This book by Dr. Desmarais is by all means a positive contribution in the field of Yoga,
Indology and cognitive neurosciences. It covers Eastern and Western, ancient and
modern, religion and metaphysics, psychology and epistemology, as well as the cultural
heritage for these. The book is arranged in six chapters using our common concept of
show as a metaphysical stage: getting ready for the show; entering the theatre; taking the
stage; all the world as stage; following the plot; thickening of the plot; and finally, the
lights come up. This has its source in the Samkhya metaphor of prakrti as analogous to a
divine actor, on the world stage and in a cosmic drama. Another symbolic metaphor that
comes before our mind is that of Ardhanarinatesvara of Lord Siva, depicted as the
Cosmic divine Supreme actor endowed with half-female in his person. The reader, the
spectator or audience member, symbolizes the Purusa of Samkhya and yoga.
CONTENTS Acknowledgements, Foreword, Abbreviations, Introductions: Getting
Ready for the Show, 1. Entering the Theatre 2. Taking the Stage 3. All the World's a
Stage 4. Following the Plot 5. The Plot Thickens 6. Lights Up, References, Index
Information services are currently going through what is probably the most significant
period of change in their history. At the same time, thinking about organisational change
in general management has continued to develop, and many of the emerging ideas,
strategies and processes are increasingly relevant to information services. Since the first
edition of this highly regarded book was published in 2000 the pace of change has
accelerated because of the influence of digitisation and technological developments in
general, the emergence of what might be called a business culture, changes in skills and
knowledge requirements, and changes in user and personnel attitudes. Despite these rapid
developments the current literature tends to reflect a preoccupation with technological
developments at the expense of consideration for the broader managerial base. This
second edition fills the gap in the literature and is fully updated with the inclusion of a
number of new chapters and new case studies.
Changing Minds or Changing Channels?Partisan News in an Age of ChoiceUniversity of
Chicago Press
The Hype Machine
Digital Mosaic
How Audiences Take Shape in a Digital Age
The Feeling, Thinking Citizen
Essays in Honor of Milton Lodge
Public Opinion
The Sources, Character, and Impact of Political Polarization
In Public Opinion: Democratic Ideals, Democratic Practice, Fourth
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Edition, Clawson and Oxley link the enduring normative questions of
democratic theory to existing empirical research on public opinion.
Organized around a series of questions—In a democratic society, what
should be the relationship between citizens and their government? Are
citizens’ opinions pliable? Are they knowledgeable, attentive, and
informed?—the text explores the tension between ideals and their
practice. Each chapter focuses on exemplary studies, explaining not
only the conclusion of the research, but how it was conducted, so
students gain a richer understanding of the research process and see
methods applied in context.
This book asks: what are extreme television media, and are they
actually bad for American politics? Taylor explores these questions,
and how these media affect political knowledge, trust, efficacy,
tolerance, policy attitudes, and political behaviors. Using
experiments and data from the National Annenberg Election Study, this
book shows how extreme media create both positive and negative
externalities in American politics. Many criticize these media because
of their bombastic nature, but bombast and affect also create positive
effects for some consumers. Previous research shows partisan media
exacerbate polarization, and those findings are taken further on
immigration policy here. However, they also increase political
knowledge, increase internal efficacy, and cause their viewers to
engage in informal political behaviors like political discussion and
advocacy. The findings suggest there is much to be gained from these
media market entrepreneurs, and we should be wary of painting with too
broad a brush about their negative effects.
The Baby Boomers are the largest and most powerful generation in
American history—and they aren’t going away any time soon. They are,
on average, whiter, wealthier, and more conservative than younger
generations. They dominate cultural and political institutions and
make up the largest slice of the electorate. Generational conflict,
with Millennials and Generation Z pitted against the aging Boomer
cohort, has become a media staple. Older and younger voters are
increasingly at odds: Republicans as a whole skew gray-haired, and
within the Democratic Party, the left-leaning youth vote propels
primary challengers. The generation gap is widening into a political
fault line. Kevin Munger marshals novel data and survey evidence to
argue that generational conflict will define the politics of the next
decade. He examines the historical trends that made the Baby Boomers
so consequential and traces the emergence of age-based political and
cultural divisions. Boomers continue to prefer the media culture of
their youth, but Millennials and Gen Z are using the internet to
render legacy institutions irrelevant. These divergent media habits
have led more people than ever to identify with their generation.
Munger shows that a common “cohort consciousness” binds aging Boomer
voters into a bloc—but a shared identity and purpose among Millennials
and Gen Z could topple Boomer power. Bringing together expertise in
data analysis and digital culture with keen insight into contemporary
politics, Generation Gap explains why the Baby Boomers remain so
dominant and how quickly that might change.
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American Gridlock brings together the country's preeminent experts on
the causes, characteristics, and consequences of partisan polarization
in US politics and government, with each chapter presenting original
scholarship and novel data. This book is the first to combine research
on all facets of polarization, among the public (both voters and
activists), in our federal institutions (Congress, the presidency, and
the Supreme Court), at the state level, and in the media. Each chapter
includes a bullet-point summary of its main argument and conclusions,
and is written in clear prose that highlights the substantive
implications of polarization for representation and policy-making.
Authors examine polarization with an array of current and historical
data, including public opinion surveys, electoral and legislative and
congressional data, experimental data, and content analyses of media
outlets. American Gridlock's theoretical and empirical depth
distinguishes it from any other volume on polarization.
Think about the last time you tried to change someone’s mind about
something important: a voter’s political beliefs; a customer’s
favorite brand; a spouse’s decorating taste. Chances are you weren’t
successful in shifting that person’s beliefs in any way. In his book,
Changing Minds, Harvard psychologist Howard Gardner explains what
happens during the course of changing a mind – and offers ways to
influence that process. Remember that we don’t change our minds
overnight, it happens in gradual stages that can be powerfully
influenced along the way. This book provides insights that can broaden
our horizons and shape our lives.
A Communications Perspective
In Defense of Extremity
Principles and Practices
Mind, Consciousness, and Identity in Patañjali's Yoga--s?tra and
Cognitive Neuroscience
Political Campaign Communication
Democratic Ideals, Democratic Practice
Changing Minds or Changing Channels?
Political Polarization in American Politics provides short, accessible chapters about the
nature and extent of political polarization within the American public and in American
political institutions. These chapters capture the central ideas and debates in political
science research on polarization, and are written by leading scholars in this subfield.
Each chapter is accompanied by discussion questions and a guide to further reading,
making this a great addition to any course looking at issues of polarization.
Conservative Political Communication examines the evolution of appeals, media, and
tactics in right-wing media and political communication, tracking trends and shifts from
the early days of contemporary conservatism in the 1950s to the Trump administration.
The chapters in this edited volume feature the work of senior and junior scholars from
the fields of communication, journalism, and political science employing content
analytic, experimental, survey, historical, and rhetorical research methodologies.
Analyses of the rise of the 24-hour news cycle, the range of partisan news sources, and
the role of social media algorithms in political campaigns yield insights for our media
and information ecosystems. A key theme across these chapters is how right-wing
channels and communications help and hinder partisan fragmentation, a condition
whereby novice elected officials create personal conservative brands, appeal to the
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base through partisan media, and complicate senior leadership’s ability to engage in
bargaining, compromise, and deal-making. This volume interrogates conservative
media and messaging to track where these processes came from, how they functioned
in the 2016 U.S. presidential campaign, and where they may be going in the future. This
book will interest scholars and upper-level students of political communication, media
and politics, and political science, as well as readers invested in today’s political media
landscape in the United States.
How the structure of news, information, and knowledge is evolving and how news
media can foster social connection. While the public believes that journalism remains
crucial for democracy, there is a general sense that the news media are performing this
role poorly. In The Social Fact, John Wihbey makes the case that journalism can better
serve democracy by focusing on ways of fostering social connection. Wihbey explores
how the structure of news, information, and knowledge and their flow through society
are changing, and he considers ways in which news media can demonstrate the highest
possible societal value in the context of these changes. Wihbey examines network
science as well as the interplay between information and communications technologies
(ICTs) and the structure of knowledge in society. He discusses the underlying patterns
that characterize our increasingly networked world of information—with its viral
phenomena and whiplash-inducing trends, its extremes and surprises. How can the
traditional media world be reconciled with the world of social, peer-to-peer platforms,
crowdsourcing, and user-generated content? Wihbey outlines a synthesis for news
producers and advocates innovation in approach, form, and purpose. The Social Fact
provides a valuable framework for doing audience-engaged media work of many kinds
in our networked, hybrid media environment. It will be of interest to all those concerned
about the future of news and public affairs.
The Authoritarian Personality, which was published by Theordor Adorno and a set of
colleagues in the 1950s, was the first broad-based empirical attempt to explain why
certain individuals are attracted to the authoritarian, even fascist, leaders that
dominated the political scene in the 1930s and 1940s. Today, the concept has been
applied to leaders ranging from Trump to Viktor Orban to Rodrigo Duterte. But is it
really accurate to label Trump supporters as authoritarians? In The Securitarian
Personality, John R. Hibbing argues that an intense desire for authority is not central to
those constituting Trump's base. Drawing from participant observation, focus groups,
and especially an original, nationwide survey of the American public that included over
1,000 ardent Trump supporters, Hibbing demonstrates that what Trump's base really
craves is actually a specific form of security. Trump supporters do not strive for
security in the face of all threats, such as climate change, Covid-19, and economic
inequality, but rather only from those threats they perceive to be emanating from human
outsiders, defined broadly to include welfare cheats, unpatriotic athletes, norm
violators, non-English speakers, religious and racial minorities, and certainly people
from other countries. The central objective of these "securitarians" is to strive for
protection for themselves, their families, and their dominant cultural group from these
embodied outsider threats. A radical reinterpretation of the support for Trumpism, The
Securitarian Personality not only provides insight into a political movement that many
find baffling and frustrating, but offers a compelling thesis that all observers of
American political behavior will have to contend with, even if they disagree with it.
In conjunction with the 50th anniversary of the creation of the Environmental Protection
Agency, this book brings together leading scholars and EPA veterans to provide a
comprehensive assessment of the agency’s key decisions and actions in the various
areas of its responsibility. Themes across all chapters include the role of rulemaking,
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negotiation/compromise, partisan polarization, judicial impacts, relations with the White
House and Congress, public opinion, interest group pressures, environmental
enforcement, environmental justice, risk assessment, and interagency conflict. As no
other book on the market currently discusses EPA with this focus or scope, the authors
have set out to provide a comprehensive analysis of the agency’s rich 50-year history
for academics, students, professional, and the environmental community.
Fifty Years at the US Environmental Protection Agency
The Notations of Cooper Cameron
News Across Media
Asymmetric Politics
Taming Intuition
What Really Motivates Trump's Base and Why It Matters for the Post-Trump Era
The 2020 Presidential Campaign
Shows how Fox News' appeal is based on its populist presentational
style, not its conservative ideological bias.
How has growing media choice transformed the way we gather news? News
Grazers: Media, Politics, and Trust in an Information Age offers you
an integration of the emerging effects that cable news, online news,
and social media have had on American politics. Author Richard
Forgette, an expert on the U.S. Congress and public policy, draws on
direct experimental research to argue that the diffusion of media
outlets and media technologies has resulted in an increasingly
fragmented and distracted news audience. This unprecedented level of
media choice is not only altering who accesses the news and how they
do it; more important, it is changing the news itself. With chapters
on commentary news, partisan news, breaking news, and fake news, News
Grazers gives you the tools you need to critically analyze the evershifting media landscape. Special attention is also paid to the
effects of the media and political trust on the 2016 election. Key
Features: Coverage of the media’s effects on the 2016 election
encourages you to discuss the election while taking into account the
broader theoretical concerns about changing news consumption habits
and declining political trust. The chapter on partisan news helps you
understand the impact of politically polarized news audiences. The
chapter on fake news offers you current examples of the political
impact of this phenomenon. Examples of the ways in which Americans
increasingly have become news grazers show you how growing media
choice has transformed how we gather news and is resulting in an
increasingly distracted news audience. Discussions about the
development of commentary news show how producers have combined
drama, opinion, immediacy, and entertainment with straight news
content—allowing you to see the impact that this form of news has on
the public’s trust in Congress and the media.
Political Campaign Communication, Ninth Edition uses a speechcommunication perspective to examine how elective politics
contributes to our knowledge and understanding of the electoral
process. This book explains how principles and practices central to
election campaigns affect America’s electoral history.
Individuals vary in their ability to reflect on and override partisan
impulses, affecting their ability to rationally evaluate politicians.
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This companion brings together a diverse set of concepts used to
analyse dimensions of media disinformation and populism globally. The
Routledge Companion to Media Disinformation and Populism explores how
recent transformations in the architecture of public communication
and particular attributes of the digital media ecology are conducive
to the kind of polarised, anti-rational, post-fact, post-truth
communication championed by populism. It is both interdisciplinary
and multidisciplinary, consisting of contributions from both leading
and emerging scholars analysing aspects of misinformation,
disinformation, and populism across countries, political systems, and
media systems. A global, comparative approach to the study of
misinformation and populism is important in identifying common
elements and characteristics, and these individual chapters cover a
wide range of topics and themes, including fake news, mediatisation,
propaganda, alternative media, immigration, science, and law-making,
to name a few. This companion is a key resource for academics,
researchers, and policymakers as well as undergraduate and
postgraduate students in the fields of political communication,
journalism, law, sociology, cultural studies, international politics
and international relations.
Production, Distribution and Consumption
Generation Gap
Digital Listening and the New Political Strategy
The Social Fact
American Journalism and "Fake News": Examining the Facts
How Partisan Media Polarize America
Change Management in Information Services

Using theory and data, Gainous and Wagner illustrate how online
social media is bypassing traditional media and creating new
forums for the exchange of political information and
campaigning.
This book is an appreciation of the long and illustrious career
of Milton Lodge. Having begun his academic life as a
Kremlinologist in the 1960s, Milton Lodge radically shifted
gears to become one of the most influential scholars of the past
half century working at the intersection of psychology and
political science. In borrowing and refashioning concepts from
cognitive psychology, social cognition and neuroscience, his
work has led to wholesale transformations in the way political
scientists understand the mass political mind, as well as the
nature and quality of democratic citizenship. In this
collection, Lodge’s collaborators and colleagues describe how
his work has influenced their own careers, and how his insights
have been synthesized into the bloodstream of contemporary
political psychology. The volume includes personal reflections
from Lodge’s longstanding collaborators as well as original
research papers from leading figures in political psychology who
have drawn inspiration from the Lodgean oeuvre. Reflecting on
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his multi-facetted contribution to the study of political
psychology, The Feeling, Thinking Citizen illustrates the
centrality of Lodge’s work in constructing a psychologically
plausible model of the democratic citizen.
Among the ways that digital media has transformed political
activism, the most remarkable is not that new media allows
disorganized masses to speak, but that it enables organized
activist groups to listen. Beneath the waves of e-petitions,
"likes," and hashtags lies a sea of data - a newly quantified
form of supporter sentiment - and advocacy organizations can now
utilize new tools to measure this data to make decisions and
shape campaigns. In this book, David Karpf discusses the power
and potential of this new "analytic activism," exploring the
organizational and media logics that determine how digital
inputs shape the choices that political campaigners make. He
provides the first careful analysis of how organizations like
Change.org and Upworthy.com influence the types of political
narratives that dominate our Facebook newsfeeds and Twitter
timelines, and how MoveOn.org and its "netroots" peers use
analytics to listen more effectively to their members and
supporters. As well, he identifies the boundaries that define
the scope of this new style of organized citizen engagement. But
also raising a note of caution, Karpf identifies the dangers and
limitations in putting too much faith in these new forms of
organized listening.
This book presents a comprehensive examination of public opinion
in the democratic world. Built around chapters that highlight
key explanatory frameworks used in understanding public opinion,
the book presents a coherent study of the subject in a
comparative perspective, emphasizing and interrogating
immigration as a key issue of high concern to most mass publics
in the democratic world. Key features of the book include:
Covers several theoretical issues and determinants of opinion
such as the effects of personality, age and life cycle,
ideology, social class, partisanship, gender, religion,
ethnicity, language, and media, highlighting over time the
effects of political, social, and economic contexts. Each
chapter explores the theoretical rationale, mechanisms of
effect, and use in the scholarly literature on public opinion
before applying these to the issue of immigration comparatively
and in specific places or regions. Widely comparative using a
nine-country sample (Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Italy,
Portugal, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States
of America) in the analysis of individual-level determinants of
public opinion about immigration and extending to other
countries like Belgium, Brazil, and Japan when evaluating
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contextual factors. This edited volume will be essential reading
for students, scholars, and practitioners interested in public
opinion, political behaviour, voting behaviour, politics of the
media, immigration, political communication, and, more
generally, democracy and comparative politics.
Eleven-year-old Cooper Cameron likes things to be in order. When
he eats, he chews every bite three times on each side. Sometimes
he washes his hands in the air with invisible water. He invented
these rituals after the death of his beloved grandfather to
protect others he loves from terrible harm. But when Cooper's
strange behavior drives a wedge between his parents, and his
relationship with his older sister, Caddie, begins to fray, his
mother's only solution is to take Cooper and Caddie to the
family cabin for the summer. Armed with a collection of rocks,
his pet frog, and his notebook, Cooper vows to cure himself and
bring his damaged family back together.
Branding Conservatism as Working Class
How Right-Wing Media and Messaging (Re)Made American Politics
One Nation, Two Realities
The Securitarian Personality
Fox Populism
Social Evolution, Political Psychology, and the Media in
Democracy
Academics in the World of US Political Media
The deep divides that define politics in the United States are not restricted to policy or
even cultural differences anymore. Americans no longer agree on basic questions of
fact. Is climate change real? Does racism still determine who gets ahead? Is sexual
orientation innate? Do immigration and free trade help or hurt the economy? Does gun
control reduce violence? Are false convictions common? Employing several years of
original survey data and experiments, Marietta and Barker reach a number of
enlightening and provocative conclusions: dueling fact perceptions are not so much a
product of hyper-partisanship or media propaganda as they are of simple value
differences and deepening distrust of authorities. These duels foster social contempt,
even in the workplace, and they warp the electorate. The educated -- on both the right
and the left -- carry the biggest guns and are the quickest to draw. And finally, factchecking and other proposed remedies don't seem to holster too many weapons; they
can even add bullets to the chamber. Marietta and Barker's pessimistic conclusions will
challenge idealistic reformers.
This volume provides the first comprehensive empirical examination of the "politics of
truth" -- its context, causes, and potential correctives. Combining insights from the fields
of political science, political theory, communication, and psychology, the experts in this
volume draw compelling -- if sometimes competing -- conclusions regarding this rising
democratic threat.
From the National Review to Breitbart, from Fox News to Rush Limbaugh, conservative
news is an inescapable feature of modern politics. Since the early days of mass
communication, right-wing media producers have blended reporting with commentary,
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narrating the news of the day from a perspective informed by conservative worldviews
and partisanship. News on the Right seeks to initiate a new interdisciplinary field of
scholarly research focused on the study of right-wing media and conservative news.
Editors Anthony Nadler and A.J. Bauer gather a range of voices, presenting an
interdisciplinary investigation into the practices and patterns of meaning-making in the
production, circulation, and consumption of conservative news. Traversing journalism,
media and communication studies, cultural studies, history, political science, and
sociology, this volume utilizes a variety of qualitative and quantitative research methods
to elucidate case studies of conservative news cultures in the US and UK. Together,
these perspectives show that a fuller understanding of right-wing media and its effects
can be reached by treating these phenomena as deeply interwoven into many
conservatives' lives and political sensibilities.
News production, distribution and consumption are in rapidly changing due to the rise of
new media. This book examines how these processes become more and more
interrelated through logics of dissemination, sharing and co-production. These changes
have the potential to affect the criteria of newsworthiness as well as existing power
structures and relations within the fields of journalism and agenda setting. The book
discusses changing logics of production, from citizens’ as well as journalists’
perspectives, examines distribution and sharing as a link between but also an intrinsic
part of production and consumption, and addresses the changing logics of
consumption. Contributors place such changes in a historical perspective and outline
challenges and future research agendas.
We live in an age of media saturation, where with a few clicks of the remote—or
mouse—we can tune in to programming where the facts fit our ideological
predispositions. But what are the political consequences of this vast landscape of
media choice? Partisan news has been roundly castigated for reinforcing prior beliefs
and contributing to the highly polarized political environment we have today, but there is
little evidence to support this claim, and much of what we know about the impact of
news media come from studies that were conducted at a time when viewers chose from
among six channels rather than scores. Through a series of innovative experiments,
Kevin Arceneaux and Martin Johnson show that such criticism is unfounded. Americans
who watch cable news are already polarized, and their exposure to partisan
programming of their choice has little influence on their political positions. In fact, the
opposite is true: viewers become more polarized when forced to watch programming
that opposes their beliefs. A much more troubling consequence of the ever-expanding
media environment, the authors show, is that it has allowed people to tune out the
news: the four top-rated partisan news programs draw a mere three percent of the total
number of people watching television. Overturning much of the conventional wisdom,
Changing Minds or Changing Channels? demonstrate that the strong effects of media
exposure found in past research are simply not applicable in today’s more saturated
media landscape.
How Social Media Disrupts Our Elections, Our Economy, and Our Health--and how We
Must Adapt
Changing Minds
News on the Right
The Art and Science of Changing Our Own and Other Peoples Minds
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Partisan News in an Age of Choice
Analytic Activism
The Social Media Revolution in American Politics

As he has done since 1992, Robert Denton gathers a diverse
collection of communications scholars to analyze
communication trends of the recent presidential campaign.
Topics include early campaign rhetoric, the nomination process
and conventions, candidate strategies, debates, advertising, the
use of new media, news coverage of the campaigns.
A Divided Union delves deep into ten pressing political
challenges that former US Representatives Patrick Murphy (D)
and David Jolly (R) have identified over their multiple terms in
Congress and that continue to plague the American electorate
today. In an introduction describing their unique paths to
Congress, Murphy and Jolly focus in detail on key institutional
barriers they faced in Washington in attempting to do the job
voters elected them to do. They introduce us to geographic
challenges, demographic change, a polarized media,
gerrymandering, the role of money in politics, the structure of
primary elections, and several other aspects of political life on
Capitol Hill. The core of the book is original analysis by experts
who tackle these topics in a manner relevant to both the
seasoned political science student as well as the general
reader. From the commercials we see on TV to the city council
districts in which we live, these concerns shape every facet of
our public lives and are distilled here in a careful synthesis of
years of experience and research. Contributors include former
federal elected officials, political science professors, members
of the press, and scholars immersed in their fields of study.
While other textbooks may examine similar issues, few have
been edited by former members of the U.S. House who have
walked the halls of Congress and directly experienced political
dysfunction at so many levels – and are willing to address it. A
Divided Union is appropriate for all political science students
as well as the general public frustrated and alarmed by political
gridlock.
How do media find an audience when there is an endless supply
of content but a limited supply of public attention? Feature
films, television shows, homemade videos, tweets, blogs, and
breaking news: digital media offer an always-accessible,
apparently inexhaustible supply of entertainment and
information. Although choices seems endless, public attention
is not. How do digital media find the audiences they need in an
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era of infinite choice? In The Marketplace of Attention, James
Webster explains how audiences take shape in the digital age.
Webster describes the factors that create audiences, including
the preferences and habits of media users, the role of social
networks, the resources and strategies of media providers, and
the growing impact of media measures—from ratings to user
recommendations. He incorporates these factors into one
comprehensive framework: the marketplace of attention. In
doing so, he shows that the marketplace works in ways that
belie our greatest hopes and fears about digital media. Some
observers claim that digital media empower a new participatory
culture; others fear that digital media encourage users to
retreat to isolated enclaves. Webster shows that public
attention is at once diverse and concentrated—that users move
across a variety of outlets, producing high levels of audience
overlap. So although audiences are fragmented in ways that
would astonish midcentury broadcasting executives, Webster
argues that this doesn't signal polarization. He questions
whether our preferences are immune from media influence,
and he describes how our encounters with media might change
our tastes. In the digital era's marketplace of attention,
Webster claims, we typically encounter ideas that cut across
our predispositions. In the process, we will remake the
marketplace of ideas and reshape the twenty-first century
public sphere.
A comprehensive, trusted core text on media’s impact on
attitudes, behavior, elections, politics, and policymaking, Mass
Media and American Politics is known for its readable
introduction to the literature and theory of the field, and for
staying current with each new edition on issues of new and
social media, media ownership, the regulatory environment,
infotainment, and war-time reporting. Written by the late Doris
Graber--a scholar who has played an enormous role in
establishing and shaping the field of mass media and American
politics--and now lead by Johanna Dunaway, this book has set
the standard for the course. New to this edition: Extensive
coverage of political misinformation - the role changing
communication technologies and mass media more generally
are playing in its consumption and dissemination, as well as
how the press is handling and should handle reporting on
political misinformation, especially as it pertains to the
presidency, elections, and crises like Covid-19. Updated
coverage of the role social media and other popular digital
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platforms are playing (or not playing) in the effort to stop the
spread of mis- and dis-information on their platforms, with
special attention to both foreign and domestic efforts to use
these platforms to incite violence, cause confusion about,
and/or encourage distrust in, democratic institutions.
Expanded treatment of rising affective, social, and ideological
polarization in politics, with a special focus on whether and
how mass media are contributing to these forms of
polarization. New updates on causes and consequences of
expanding news deserts, declining local news, and rampant
growth of hedge-fund media ownership. Up to date coverage of
what researchers are learning about the implications of growth
in digital, social and mobile media use. What does it mean for
attention to news and politics?
This book considers the production of political media content
from the perspective of academics who are increasingly asked
to join the ranks of voices charged with informing the public.
The work draws on the authors’ first-hand experience and
relationships with media reporters, managers, producers, and
academics offering their expertise to a wide array of media
outlets to understand and report on the dynamics shaping how
the academic voice in political news may be at its most useful.
Featured prominently in the book is the trade-off between a
conventional form of political punditry, which is often
characterized by partisan rancour, and a more analytical,
theoretical, and/or policy-based approach to explaining politics
to both general and diverse audiences. Along the way, the work
draws on original survey, in-depth interview, and experimental
data to garner insights on what academics in media, reporters,
and media managers perceive are the appropriate roles for
academics featured in political media. This book also contains
relevant technical tips for effective media communication by
academics.
Why the Baby Boomers Still Dominate American Politics and
Culture
Progress, Retrenchment, and Opportunities
How Reflection Minimizes Partisan Reasoning and Promotes
Democratic Accountability
Conservative Political Communication
Media, Power, and Identity in Canada
The Invisible Hand in the U.S. Marketplace of Ideas
The American Professor Pundit
"Social media connected the world--and gave rise to fake news and increasing
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polarization. Now a leading researcher at MIT draws on 20 years of research to show
how these trends threaten our political, economic, and emotional health in this eyeopening exploration of the dark side of technological progress. Today we have the
ability, unprecedented in human history, to amplify our interactions with each other
through social media. It is paramount, MIT social media expert Sinan Aral says, that
we recognize the outsized impact social media has on our culture, our democracy,
and our lives in order to steer today's social technology toward good, while avoiding
the ways it can pull us apart. Otherwise, we could fall victim to what Aral calls "The
Hype Machine." As a senior researcher of the longest-running study of fake news
ever conducted, Aral found that lies spread online farther and faster than the truth--a
harrowing conclusion that was featured on the cover of Science magazine. Among
the questions Aral explores following twenty years of field research: Did Russian
interference change the 2016 election? And how is it affecting the vote in 2020? Why
does fake news travel faster than the truth online? How do social ratings and
automated sharing determine which products succeed and fail? How does social
media affect our kids? First, Aral links alarming data and statistics to three
accelerating social media shifts: hyper-socialization, personalized mass persuasion,
and the tyranny of trends. Next, he grapples with the consequences of the Hype
Machine for elections, businesses, dating, and health. Finally, he maps out strategies
for navigating the Hype Machine, offering his singular guidance for managing social
media to fulfill its promise going forward. Rarely has a book so directly wrestled with
the secret forces that drive the news cycle every day"-Studying Conservative News Cultures
Dueling Facts in American Democracy
Media, Politics, and Trust in an Information Age
News Grazers
American Gridlock
Tweeting to Power
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